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22 TRAFFIC STOPS 14 BAKER ACTS 3 

WATCH COMMANDER:    Ditolla/Stuart DATE: 5/10/2019 
 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Larceny 19-43500 Moody Blvd  The RP advised a Black Garmin GPS / Fish finder and White “Out 
Rigger” Pole were stolen from his boat at this location (Tomoka 
Marine). The black Garmin GPS / Fish Finder was entered into 
FCIC/NCIC as stolen.  

Larceny 
(Attempted) 

19-43402 Cypress Point 
Pkwy (Walmart) 

Male asked the cashier if she could put all the money in the bag; 
the cashier replied “no.” The white male then left the store. 

Stolen Tag 19-43447 Belle Terre Pkwy 
(CVS) 

This morning at 0900 hours a male and a female in a white Toyota 
Corolla pull up next to a white Toyota in the parking lot of CVS.  The 
male then appeared to put on gloves and take Florida tag off the 
white Toyota they pulled up next too. The suspect’s car appeared 
to be the same car the suspect used at Walmart (19-43402). The tag 
and decal were entered into NCIC/FCIC. 

Baker Act 19-43378 Rymfire Drive 
(R.E.S.) 

Juvenile was transported for a Baker Act. 

Baker Act 19-43509 Pine Harbor Dr Adult Female taken into custody under a Baker Act. 
Disturbance 
Domestic 

19-43384 Fruitwood Ave Physical altercation between two parties. The parties were 
separated and charges submitted for Aggravated Assault. 

Stolen 
Vehicle 

19-43440 Hickory St The owner of this residence recently passed away and his daughter 
advised 1 of 4 boats was missing from the yard. She was unable to 
provide any information on the boat for it to be entered stolen at 
this time.  

Suicide 
threat 

19-43362 Pecan Ave DCF investigator advised O1 called the Tallahasee office sometime 
overnight from 05-09-2019 to 05-10-2019 and left a voicemail 
threatening suicide. Unable to located O1 at any known addresses. 
A BOLO was sent to surrounding counties for a welfare check. 
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